
Scoring on BBO                                                 NG34Bridge 

 

Pairs Scoring 

When you play Duplicate bridge at your local club and are playing North South you are competing 

not against East West, but against every other North South pair. You get two MATCH POINTS for 

every board where you get a better score than every other North South pair playing the same 

boards, one match point for every North South pair where you get the same score and the same 

board, and no match points for every North South pair who get a better score than you on the same 

board. Your absolute score on each board does not matter. If you get a top with a +1100  on one 

board, and on the next board you get a bottom with -50, that’s 2 match points out of a possible 4 

match points.  

If you were playing Chicago bridge at a Charity event , over those same two boards you would have 

netted a score of +1050.  

 

Teams Scoring 

A typical Teams match at someone’s home will have two teams of four. Team A has pairs A1 and A2, 

and Team B has pairs B1 and B2. Let’s suppose they are playing 20 boards. The match is played in 

two sessions of 10 boards. In Session 1 pair A1 are North South and play pair B1, and pair A2 are East 

West and play pair B2 playing North South . Both tables play the same boards and raw scoring is 

Chicago style.  At the end of the first session the results at each board are compared.  

Suppose on Board 3 pair A1 (North South) get a raw score of +420 and on the other table pair B2 

(North South) get a score of +170 .  That’s a difference of 250 points.  This raw score is converted 

into INTERNATIONAL MATCH POINTS (IMPs) using a conversion table like this: 

 

So Team A score 6 IMPs on Board 3.  

As you can see from the table, a raw score of +300 is converted to 7 IMPs, whereas a score of +3000 

is converted to only 22 IMPs. This scaling down reduces the impact of one disastrous board early on 

in the match. At the end of the first session all 10 boards are scored and IMPs awarded.   

Session 2 follows the same format, except that now Pair A1 play Pair B2 and Pair A2 play pair B1. At 

the end of the second session all 10 boards are scored and IMPs awarded. The IMPs from the two 

sessions are added together and the overall winning team is declared.  



 

 

On BBO, Teams Scoring works in exactly the same way, as far as I can tell. Here is an extract from a 

recent BBO teams match. For example, on board 3 at our table we scored -140 at the other table  

our opponents scored +300, a difference of 440, which converts to 10 IMPs.  

                    

 

 

BBO IMPs scoring (Not Teams) 

                                                              

When you play as a pair on BBO you earn IMPs. Over the course of the session you will play from the 

same random selection of boards that are being played at other tables, though not in the same 

order or time. The BBO computer is constantly comparing your scores for each board you play with 

the average scores earned on the same boards at other tables. Suppose you get a score of 170 on a 

board and the average score on the same board of all the other pairs sitting your way is 62.1.  You 

get a raw score of 108.9. The BBO computer will convert this raw score to an IMP score of around 

2.6 (my guesstimate).  That explains why your IMPs score is constantly changing  as other pairs get 

round to playing boards that you have already played. Your score reflects how you have played vs. 

all the other pairs sitting your way, whereas in a Teams match your score reflects how you have 

played vs. the other team.   


